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Dear Friends and Colleagues,

We’re happy to welcome you in Milan!

Our city offers the perfect background for the theme of this year’s Scientific Program, “New Trends in Dentistry: Facts and Fashion”, which has been designed to address many current issues in a dynamic and interactive manner. Now that you are here, participate actively, get inspired, feel the special atmosphere of the European Academy of Esthetic Dentistry, and make new friends.

Remember: the EAED is not only about high-quality scientific meetings, but also about social interaction and about getting a different view of the cities in which we organize our events. If you haven’t recently visited Milan or if you’ve never been to this destination, you’ll thoroughly enjoy this vibrant city, rich in design, fashion, innovation, architecture and exquisite cuisine. The congress venue is only the start. On the meeting website, you’ll find many suggestions for special spots to visit and great restaurants at which to eat.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all the people involved in the organization of this meeting and also our Commercial Partners, some of whom have been supporting us for many years. They are instrumental in allowing us to organize high-quality events where all the participants feel “at home” and are exposed to new stimuli. Do take some time to visit our Commercial Partners and interact with the people behind many of the products that we use in our clinics and laboratories.

Enjoy the meeting, enjoy Milan!

Stefano Gracis Matteo Capelli
EAED President Local Chairman
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### European Academy of Esthetic Dentistry (founded in 1986)
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<tr>
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<th>Years</th>
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<td>1985-1988</td>
<td>FR</td>
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<td>1989-1990</td>
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<td>1993-1994</td>
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<td>1995-1996</td>
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<td>1997-1998</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1999-2000</td>
<td>DK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitzan BICHACHO</td>
<td>2001-2002</td>
<td>IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauro FRADEANI</td>
<td>2003-2004</td>
<td>IT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ueli GRUNDER</td>
<td>2005-2006</td>
<td>CH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joerg STRUB</td>
<td>2007-2008</td>
<td>DE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tidu MANKOO</td>
<td>2009-2010</td>
<td>UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galip GUREL</td>
<td>2011-2012</td>
<td>TR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aris TRIPODAKIS</td>
<td>2013-2014</td>
<td>GR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giano RICCI</td>
<td>2015-2016</td>
<td>IT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Executive Committee

- **President**: Stefano GRACIS (IT)
- **President Elect**: Markus HÜRZELER (DE)
- **Past President**: Giano RICCI (IT)
- **Secretary General & Treasurer**: Nicola PIETROBON (CH)

### Meeting Committee

- **Local Chairman**: Matteo CAPELLI (IT)
- **Facilitators**: Riccardo AMMANNATO (IT), Michele BOVERA (IT), Guido BRACCHETTI (IT), Franco BRENNA (IT), David DE FRANCO (IT), Federico FERRARIS (IT), Siegfried MARQUARDT (DE), Andrea RICCI (IT)

### Organizing Company

- **MONDIAL Congress & Events (AT)**

### Web Support

- **HENRY.MARKETING (CH)**

### Scientific Committee

- Jaime GIL (ES)
- Ueli GRUNDER (CH)
- Joerg STRUB (DE)

### Membership Committee

- Nitzan BICHACHO (IL)
- Ueli GRUNDER (CH)
- Tidu MANKOO (UK)
Scientific Program

Thursday, May 25, 2017

EAED Opening Ceremony
14:00 – 14:15  Stefano GRACIS (IT)  President’s Welcome

Fashion and Design in Milan
14:15 – 14:30  Cristina MOROZZI (IT)

New Trends in Implant Design for the Esthetic Zone: Gimmicks or Innovations?
Moderator: Ueli GRUNDER (CH)
14:30 – 15:00  Kony MEYENBERG (CH)  Implant-Abutment Connection Configuration
15:00 – 15:30  Luigi CANULLO (IT)  Platform Switching
15:30 – 16:10 Coffee Break

The Trends Lecture
16:10 – 16:40  Peter WOHRLE (US)  The Future Digital Implantologist
16:40 – 17:10 Interactive Discussion with the Speakers

The John McLean Honorary Lecture
Moderator: David WINKLER (UK)
17:10 – 17:50  Markus BLATZ (US)  The Science and Art of Dental Ceramics – An Update
17:50 – 18:00 Interactive Discussion with the Speaker
Management of Tooth-Mucogingival Recessions and of Periimplant Mucosal Recessions in the Esthetic Zone: Facts and Fashion
Moderator: Roberto PONTORIERO (IT)

09:00 – 09:35  Leandro CHAMBRONE (BR)  Around Natural Teeth
Predictability of Root Coverage Procedures: Clinical Scenarios and Evidence-Based Treatment Options

09:35 – 10:10  Rino BURKHARDT (CH)  Around Implants
Peri-implant Bone- and Soft-Tissue Loss in the Esthetic Zone: What to do?

10:10 – 10:40  Interactive Discussion with the Speakers

10:40 – 11:20 Coffee Break

Digital Workflow: A More Efficient Way to Work?
Moderator: Joerg STRUB (DE)

11:20 – 11:55  Jürgen MEHRHOF (DE)  The Dental Technician Perspective
Key Factors for Success in Complex Implant Restorations

11:55 – 12:30  German GALLUCCI (US)  The Restorative Perspective
Can We Abandon Impression Materials and Mechanical Articulators?

12:30 – 13:00  Interactive Discussion with the Speakers

13:00 – 14:30  Lunch Break
The Replay Restaurant
Scientific Program

**Friday, May 26, 2017**

**The Metal-Free Bonded Restorative Materials of the Future: What are their Limits?**
Moderators: Galip GUREL (TR) & George ELIADES (GR)

- **14:30 – 15:05**  
  Petra GUESS-GIERTHMÜHLEN (DE) – Resin Matrix Ceramics

- **15:05 – 15:40**  
  Christian STAPPERT (CH) & Nicola PIETROBON (CH) – Ceramics

- **15:40 – 16:10**  
  Interactive Discussion with the Speakers

- **16:10 – 16:40**  
  Coffee Break

**Gold Partner Workshops**

**16:40 – 18:40**  
Hotel Principe di Savoia

- **Implants in the Esthetic Zone - the Art & the Science**  
  Arndt HAPPE (DE) & Vincent FEHMER (CH)

- **MIS V3 innovative implant system**  
  Alon SHIFTER (IL) & Shelly AKAZANY (IL)

- **Importance of retaining adhesion of peri-implant mucosa by using non-removable prosthetic components**  
  The innovative On1 concept  
  Bernard TOUATI (FR)

- **Thommen Medical Workshop**  
  Ueli GRUNDER (CH), Markus HÜRZELER (DE), Kony MEYENBERG (CH) and Isabella ROCCHIETTA (UK)
Scientific Program

Saturday, May 27, 2017

Complications with New Trends
Moderators: Jaime GIL (ES) & Giano RICCI (IT)

08:30 – 09:00 Markus HÜRZELER (DE) With Surgical Procedures
09:00 – 09:30 Paolo VIGOLO (IT) With Implant-Supported Restorations and Components
09:30 – 10:00 Benedict WILMES (DE) With Skeletal Anchorage in Orthodontics

10:00 – 10:30 Interactive Discussion with the Speakers

10:30 – 11:15 Coffee Break

11:15 – 11:30 The EAED Photo Contest Award Ceremony

Peter Schärer Honorary Treatment Planning Session
Moderators: Stefan PAUL (CH) & Giulio RASPERINI (IT)

11:30 – 13:00 Presenter Wael ATT (DE) Panel of Experts
David DE FRANCO (IT) (Orthodontics)
Koray FERAN (GB) (Restorative Dentistry)
Arndt HAPPE (DE) (Implant and Oral Surgery)
Oliver PONTIUS (DE) (Endodontics)
Stefan SCHUNKE (DE) (Dental Technology)

Closing Ceremony
13:00 – 13:10 Stefano GRACIS (IT) Closing Ceremony

General Assembly Luncheon
13:30 – 15:00 Greenhouse at the UniCredit Pavilion
Open to Active, Life and Honorary Members and to EAED Affiliates
Welcome Party | UniCredit Pavilion

The ever-versatile UniCredit Pavilion will be transformed into a stylish after-education venue. Proud Milanese vendors will allow you to relish locally produced dishes, home-brewed beer and regional wines, while a DJ helps you burn it all off again afterwards.

Day & Date: Thursday, May 25
Time: 20:00 – 23:00
Ticket: included in registration fee
Dress Code: Casual chic
Access: Pre-registration is necessary. Access is granted with name badge only! Please bring it with you as permission voucher.

EAED 2017 Morning Run

A morning run is the ultimate “feel good” way to start your day in Milan. Experience the sunrise and feel Milan waking up!

This morning running tour is particularly suited to you as it offers you a chance to experience Milan despite a busy schedule, in a unique, fun and effective way. Furthermore, it is also an opportunity to run with an Italian long distance runner.

Day & Date: Friday, May 26
Time: 06:30-07:15
Ticket: EUR 20,00 incl. VAT

Tickets available upon request (first come – first served). Please ask at the registration counter.
Cenacolo Vinciano (Last Supper) and Vigna di Leonardo

Located in the refectory of Santa Maria delle Grazie church, the Last Supper by Leonardo da Vinci is perhaps the most famous work in the entire history of art. Painted in the late fifteenth century by the Tuscan genius, the Last Supper is still stunning today in its mystery, its complexity and its extreme modernity.

Ticket: EUR 40,00 incl. VAT

TOUR 1

Day & Date: Friday, May 26
Time: 15:45-17:30
Meeting Point: 15:35 at Museo Vigna di Leonardo, Corso Magenta 65

TOUR 2

Day & Date: Friday, May 26
Time: 17:30-19:15
Meeting Point: 17:20 at Museo Vigna di Leonardo, Corso Magenta 65

Castello Sforzesco and Pietà Rondanini

Built on a previous Visconti core, the Castello Sforzesco in Milan was built by Francesco Sforza in the fifteenth century and played a central role in Milan’s history over the course of Spanish rule, the Habsburg and Napoleon; it is one of the city’s most important museums.

Day & Date: Saturday, May 27
Time: 09:00-10:30
Meeting Point: 08:50 at Museo Pietà Rondanini, Castello Sforzesco, Piazza Castello
Ticket: EUR 25,00 incl. VAT
Social Program

**Gala Dinner | The Alfa Romeo Museum**

**MYTH AND FUTURE. IN A UNIQUE PLACE.**
The prestigious Alfa Romeo Museum has been completely renovated. Six floors of history binding together past, present and future and complimenting the achievements of an extraordinary brand, its vehicles, its technology and style.

After a tour of the museum, you will be led to the reception on the spacious terrace with snacks and drinks. The dinner takes place in the event hall, where a four-course dinner awaits you. Relax afterwards with a cocktail from the open bar, enjoy a show act, then dance the night away with the help of our DJ.

**Day & Date:** Saturday, May 27

**Time:** 17:45 Bus Transfer from Hotel Principe di Savoia

19:00 Access to Museum Exhibition

20:00 Welcome Drink & Dinner

**Venue:** The Alfa Romeo Museum

Viale Alfa Romeo, Arese (Milan)

**Transportation:** A bus transfer will leave from the hotel Principe di Savoia, Piazza della Repubblica 17, between 17:45 and 18:15

**Return shuttle busses from:** 23:00 | last bus at 02:00

**Dress Code:** Black Tie

**Ticket:** EUR 180,00 incl. VAT

Pre-registration required.

*With special thanks to*  
WandDental
About Henry Schein, Inc.

Henry Schein, Inc. (Nasdaq: HSIC) is the world’s largest provider of health care products and services to office-based dental, animal health and medical practitioners. The company also serves dental laboratories, government and institutional health care clinics, and other alternate care sites. A Fortune 500® Company and a member of the S&P 500® and the NASDAQ 100® indexes, Henry Schein employs more than 21,000 Team Schein Members and serves more than 1 million customers.

The company offers a comprehensive selection of products and services, including value-added solutions for operating efficient practices and delivering high-quality care. Henry Schein operates through a centralized and automated distribution network, with a selection of more than 120,000 branded products and Henry Schein private-brand products in stock, as well as more than 180,000 additional products available as special-order items. The company also offers its customers exclusive, innovative technology solutions, including practice management software and e-commerce solutions, as well as a broad range of financial services.

Henry Schein’s Global Dental business serves practitioners in 28 countries. Through Henry Schein ConnectDental, the Company’s platform for digital dentistry, Henry Schein combines a wide choice of digital technology solutions with all the knowledge, service and support needed to help practitioners navigate the rapidly changing world of digital dentistry. Henry Schein ConnectDental integrates digital technology into every step of the clinical workflow, with the goal of:

- Enhancing the patient experience
- Delivering predictable, quality dentistry
- Improving efficiency and productivity

Headquartered in Melville, N.Y., Henry Schein, Inc. has operations or affiliates in 33 countries. The company’s sales reached a record $11.6 billion in 2016, and have grown at a compound annual rate of approximately 15 percent since Henry Schein became a public company in 1995. For more information, visit Henry Schein at www.henryschein.com, Facebook.com/HenrySchein and @HenrySchein on Twitter.
Established in 1995, MIS Implants Technologies Ltd. is at the forefront of development and production of advanced products and innovative solutions aimed to simplify implant dentistry. Through our state-of-the-art production facilities, MIS offers a comprehensive range of premium quality dental implants, superstructures, tools and kits, regenerative solutions and digital dentistry services.

Distributed in over 65 countries worldwide, MIS provides unparalleled service to our customers. Standing behind MIS Implants are world-class scientists and engineers, devoted to the continued research and development of new progressive products and technologies perfectly matched to the needs of dental implant professionals worldwide.

MIS is deeply committed to our core values of quality, service, agility and innovation, integrity and caring; reflected in every step of our work process and supported by over 300 dedicated MIS employees.

MIS dental implants are manufactured to the highest standards in our own advanced production facilities. They offer clinicians worldwide innovative implant systems that incorporate a unique combination of surgical and restorative benefits for a wide range of clinical scenarios.
Company Descriptions **Gold Partner**

Nobel Biocare is a world leader in the field of innovative implant-based dental restorations. The company continues developing solutions set to shape the future of care, including the new On1™ concept, new componentry for the All-on-4® treatment concept and the next phase of the collaborative treatment workflow. Nobel Biocare’s large portfolio offers solutions from single tooth to fully edentulous indications with dental implant systems (including key brands NobelActive®, Brånemark System® and NobelReplace®), a comprehensive range of high-precision individualized prosthetics and CAD/CAM systems (NobelProcera®), diagnostics, treatment planning and guided surgery solutions (NobelClinician® and NobelGuide®) and biomaterials (creos™). Nobel Biocare supports its customers through all phases of professional development, offering world-class training and education along with practice support and patient information materials. The company is headquartered in Zurich, Switzerland.
Thommen Medical AG is a designer, manufacturer and supplier of implants and surgical instruments for tooth replacement. The Thommen Implant System is known for incredible precision and impactful design, meeting the demanding requirements of today’s clinicians. It is very easy to use, extremely precise and offers superb performance in implant treatment, creating the optimal environment for excellent clinical results. Due to the stability of the unique and precise implant-abutment connection, a variety of prosthetic solutions are available to meet restorative demands. The design of the connection also allows the use of a much narrower abutment screw, resulting in a thicker abutment wall with increased strength, more freedom for customization and a smaller occlusal opening for improved esthetics.

All components of the Thommen Implant System are based on this extraordinary implant-abutment connection, creating the conditions for stable and long-lasting solutions. Compatibility across prosthetic components is universal across all implant lines. Reconstructions manufactured with CAD/CAM abutments provide an additional opportunity for highly esthetic work. Further simplifying restoration is a minimal set of instruments and components, eliminating the confusion or trouble of having multiple setups.

Thommen Medicals’ 30 year heritage affords the opportunity to work with leading international dental clinicians and renowned academic institutions. Not only do they support research and development, but also participate in various training activities. Thommen Medical Education stands for the highest quality education. We partner with master clinicians from all over the world to deliver content that can be transferred directly into the daily work of dentists.

Thommen Medical’s headquarters and private manufacturing facility is in Grenchen, Switzerland, a location that is the heart of Swiss precision manufacturing. The facility features what is possibly the highest vertical integration within the industry. This means unparalleled quality control with 100% oversight of the most important manufacturing details.

Thommen Medical is an international company with subsidiaries and distributors throughout the world.
What began in Zurich in 1923 with the production of artificial teeth has evolved into one of the leading international companies with a comprehensive range of products and systems for dentists and dental technicians. Ivoclar Vivadent AG has been a privately-owned company since its foundation and is located in Schaan, in the Principality of Liechtenstein. From here, the company supplies its products to more than 120 countries around the world. With its subsidiaries and marketing offices, Ivoclar Vivadent is represented in 25 countries and has about 3300 employees.

Kuraray Medical Inc. is a Japanese chemical company operating in various sectors (polymer chemistry, chemical synthesis, and chemical engineering) and, from 1978, also in dental sector. Noritake Dental Supply co. Ltd. Is a Japanese company born as manufacturer of western-style dinnerware and now also involved into new businesses with a focus on ceramics technologies. In 2012, Kuraray Medical Inc. and Noritake Dental Supply co. Ltd. joined forces to become Kuraray Noritake Dental Inc. The company benefits from an exceptional know-how in organic and inorganic chemistry. With its combined expertise, CLEARFIL™ SE BOND, PANAVIA™ gold standard technology and Noritake ceramics, Kuraray Noritake Dental moves forward to develop further innovative dental products. Lately, new products has been presented successfully to the dental market: KATANA™ zirconia multi-layered discs and CLEARFIL™ Universal Bond Quick, the new universal adhesive with immediate action.

Wand Dental, Inc. is the industry leader in computer-controlled drug delivery technologies for the dental market. It is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Milestone Scientific, Inc., a NYSE listed medical R&D company that designs, patents, incubates and commercializes a growing portfolio of innovative injection technologies both for the dental and medical industries (Epidural, Intra-Articular, Cosmetic, Ophthalmic). Our commitment to advancing the science of computer-controlled drug delivery technologies has earned us distinction as pioneering innovators in the fields of medicine and dentistry. Our digital platform for dental anaesthesia, The Wand STA, with over 70 million injections performed worldwide, is an innovative and state-of-the-art alternative to the 160-year old syringe, capable of performing all the injection techniques more precisely, comfortable and virtually painlessly.
Congress Venue

UniCredit Pavilion
Piazza Gae Aulenti 10
Milano

The UniCredit Pavilion is centrally located between the Garibaldi and Central Railway Station, easily accessible by metro and within walking distance of all proposed conference hotels.

It has been designed by Michele De Lucchi to complement the modern vertical heights of UniCredit Towers and the landscape of its surrounding park. The architecture demonstrates the value of natural resources, where brightness and large, transparent structures create comfortable surroundings. The building complies with the most demanding international standards of eco-sustainability, designed to achieve the LEED GOLD® certification of excellence.
General Information

Coffee & Lunch Breaks

Coffee will be available at catering stations in the Auditorium, Walk of Art and Greenhouse during the official break times scheduled in the scientific program. Lunch on Friday, May 26, 2017, 13:00 – 14:15 will be provided in the Replay restaurant, across Gae Aulenti Square.

General Assembly

The General Assembly will take place on Saturday, May 27, 2017, 13.30 – 15.00 in the Greenhouse – Level 3. Lunch will be provided. The General Assembly is open to all Honorary, Life and Active Members as well as to EAED Affiliates.

Mobile phone and tablet recharging

Battery Bar. Fresh juice for your phone or tablet. Batterypacks for recharging your mobile phone are available at the registration desk.

Opening Hours

Registration:

- Thursday, May 25: 12:00 – 20:00
- Friday, May 26: 08:00 – 16:30
- Saturday, May 27: 08:00 – 13:30

Gold and Silver Partner Commercial Stations in the Auditorium:

- Thursday, May 25: 15:40 – 16:20 and 20:00 – 23:00
- Friday, May 26: 10:40 – 11:20, 13:00 – 14:30, 16:10 – 16:40
- Saturday, May 27: 10:55 – 11:30

Meeting the Gold and Silver Partners in the Greenhouse:

- Thursday, May 25, 2016: 14:00 – 18:00
- Friday, May 26, 2017: 09:00 – 17:00
General Information

Photo Contest
As one of the top four fashion capitals of the world, Milan is used to flashing cameras. To honor this tradition, the EAED has launched the EAED Esthetic Photo Contest. Congress participants were asked to submit striking, factual or artistic photos. A Committee selected the best 16 images to post in the congress venue. These images will then be judged by all participants during the congress through online voting. The 3 best pictures will receive a recognition at the congress, while the 12 best images will be published in future issues of the International Journal of Esthetic Dentistry.

More details on voting will be provided on site.

Speakers' Preview Area
On Thursday, May 25 and Friday, May 26 the Speakers’ Preview Area is located in the Greenhouse – Level 3. On Saturday, May 27 the Speakers’ Preview Area can be found in front of the Registration area – Level 0.

Opening Hours:
• Thursday, May 25: 14:00 – 18:00
• Friday, May 26: 09:00 – 17:00
• Saturday, May 27: 08:00 – 13:00

Streaming
Key sessions will be streamed live at http://milan.eaed.org

WIFI
WIFI is accessible throughout the meeting venue.

Network (SSID): EAED Milan
Password: eaed2017
The image on the conference bag has been designed by Wally and Alita, also known as Orticanoodles, a couple and among the most well known street artists in Italy and in Europe. They started their activity in the early 2000s, specializing in large murals done with the stencil technique. To the Orticanoodles, the mural art movement is a form of democratic art since it speaks to the people using their language, is painted out in the open, and for its production it involves common people (high school students, but also occasional passers-by). When planning their works, they study accurately how to integrate them in the urban environment in order to bring about a requalification of the area where they are displayed.

One of their preferred themes is the portrait of people who have been a source of inspiration, such as Italian Nobel prize winners for medicine, and eminent personalities from the city of Milan.

When we asked them to contribute an image of the Pavilion, one of the most recent and well recognized symbols of Milan’s new renaissance, they replied with enthusiasm and this is what they developed. The bags, on the other hand, have been hand produced one by one by MUR, a cultural association that promotes silk-screen printing techniques.
Floor Plans

Auditorium

1 Henry Schein
2 MIS
3 Nobel Biocare
4 Thommen Medical
5 Quintessence Publishing
6 American Dental Systems
Galleria/Walk of Art
(1st floor)

7 Ivoclar Vivadent
8 Kuraray- Noritake
9 Wand Dental

to Auditorium (Ground floor)

↑ to Greenhouse (3rd floor)
and Auditorium (Ground floor)
**Floor Plans**

**Greenhouse – Partner Lounges**
(3rd floor)

1. Henry Schein
2. MIS
3. Nobel Biocare
4. Thommen Medical
5. American Dental Systems
6. Ivoclar Vivadent
7. Kuraray- Noritake
8. Wand Dental
9. Allianz
32nd Spring Meeting

Hilton Sorrento Palace, Sorrento - Italy
May 24-26, 2018

STRATEGIES IN TREATMENT PLANNING: Efficiency vs Reliability

SESSIONS

• Strategies for implant placement and loading/temporization in the esthetic area
• Strategies for the replacement of missing anterior teeth
• Strategies for the management of periimplantitis and deep infra bony defects in the esthetic zone
• Strategies for the rehabilitation of the worn dentition with a loss of vertical dimension
• Strategies for the planning of clinical cases from a dental technician’s perspective
• The John McLean Honorary Lecture
• The Peter Schärer Honorary Treatment Planning Session

SPEAKERS and MODERATORS

Fiorian Beuer
Michael Bergler
Gaetano Calessini
Steve Chu
Sandro Cortellini
Didier Dietschi
Bruno Fissore
Bjorn Ludwig
Kony Meyenberg
Tidu Mankoo
David Nisand
Rafi Romano
Otto Zuhr
and more

SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE

Stefano Gracis
Ueli Grunder
Franck Bonnet
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